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Dead end for central banks? 

The Fed lacks leadership and vision compared to Volker and Bernanke periods. J. Yellen is 

re-active and resolutely ex-post orientated. Indeed, its inactions are based on outside 

developments and on current US economy data. Worse, the Fed Board has coincidentally 

kept on forecasting a significant number of future rises in policy rate over coming years. 

This spells a schizophrenic approach... Lately, a marginal rise in the USD index, coupled to 

higher Libor rate, indirectly removed some excess accommodation. Over past years, the 

Fed missed opportunities to gradually normalize its monetary policy.   

The BoJ is in denial regarding reflation of the economy and perspectives of inflation. 

Having already used a lot of ammunition, it awaits a ¨good excuse¨ to contemplate the 

ultimate experiment the country requires: helicopter money... Kuroda waits for an - unlikely 

- political crisis, or a destructive rise of the JPY to pull the trigger. 

The SNB remains trapped in its natural dependency to the EU (monetary policy and 

politics) and inappropriate negative policy rates, praying for markets to forget about the 

safe-haven feature or the CHF.  

At best, one can expect central bankers to avoid making policy mistakes. Proper Fed 

actions are warranted. Japan remains a likely candidate for further disorder 

 

Politicians must take-over… now! 

The recovery phase since the Great Recession (subsequent to the 2008 crisis) is unusually 

lengthy and anemic. This is not a surprise per se. Indeed, the plan of setting (long) ultra-

accommodative monetary policies was to provide (a lot of) time to repair balance-sheets 

and set growth-enhancing policies. The idea was to engineer a transition phase, to be used 

to reduce the large debt overhang. Still, there is a snag as, after 7 years, the actual global 

leverage has … risen. And quite substantially. And a vicious circle is setting in: the higher 

the debt level, the lower the government propensity to exit financial repression. Indeed, low 

interest rates are critical to keep debt level sustainable (say in Europe and in Japan). Even 

the relatively less profligate US (about 80% of public debt to GDP) would be at pain if rates 

were to rise, as the average duration of US debt (ex Fed holdings) is lower than 4 years!  

World is visibly capped in a Nash equilibrium upon which no participants (central bankers, 

governments) seem to gain through unilateral action. Hence the current standstill.  

Monetary policies will most probably remain globally accommodative, with some limited 

     Performances 2016 
 (October 31st, 2016) 

Equities 

MSCI World +1.7%  

S&P 500 +4.0% 

Eurostoxx -7.3% 

Nikkei -8.5% 

MSCI Emerging +14.0% 

 

Bonds  

US Treasury 10y +4.2% 

US Corporate +8.2% 

Bund 10y +4.1% 

EU Corporate +5.2% 

 

Currencies 

USD index -0.2% 

EUR/USD +0.9% 

GBP/USD -11.9% 

USD/CHF -1.1% 

USD/JPY -12.8% 

 

Commodities 

Gold                                           +20.5% 

Silver +29.4% 

Oil (WTI) +31.3% 

 

Source: Bloomberg 
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« Old Normal (for investments)?»  

and foreign policy. A rapid shift in favor of investment 

into common defense and external borders controls 

may - finally -  restore the essential sense of security in 

the broadest sense of the term.  

Escaping ¨New Normal¨ will require disruptions (like helicopter money in japan, 

Trump, EU disintegration or a severe banking crisis).  

EU survival spells concluding ambitious agreements to restore security and 

respond to the democratic deficit. 

 

 

EM recovery is just starting 

After a stellar year so far, emerging assets 

stand at cross roads again due to potential 

Fed hikes on the horizon. However, this is 

not new, and we have already mentioned it 

a few times, the current emerging 

economies situation is far different than at 

the tapering tantrum in mid-2013. While 

Fed has been and will remain the most 

important factor driving EM risk and fund 

flows into the asset class, investors 

sometimes ignore the role that other 

factors have played. A lot of progress have 

been made among other 1) China macro 

picture has stabilized, 2) EM growth green 

shoots are emerging, 3) corporate 

profitability improves thanks to higher 

commodity prices, 4) cost control and 

capex discipline and 5) lesser defaults than 

in developed countries. Furthermore, 

political tensions have also decelerated in 

many parts. As long as fundamentals keep 

improving, we doubt a slow Fed policy rate 

normalization could have a significant long term impact on the region. 

The BoJ and Fed decisions have passed without worsening the external environment 

surrounding EM assets, the risk-supportive environment will persist, and hence 

takeover from fiscal policy. Absent an inflation surge or 

broad-based write-offs (EU banks?), the excess debt 

load will stay vey elevated.  

Pro-growth structural reforms, promised by Abe 

government, are still elusive: equality for women in the 

workforce is missing, corporate governance remains 

insufficient, and labor market reforms are tenuous. 

The EU must reinvent itself, structurally, and probably 

move towards a two-tier system. A core Europe would 

commit to deeper integration (currency, fiscal, banking), 

while the second concentric circle (rejecting the €) 

would essentially be based on strong economic and 

privileged political links. Immigration and welfare rules 

must be revisited, based on internal transfers for 

countries assuming front-line responsibility for controls. 

The EU must urgently change its spending priorities 

 

 

Infrastructure paradox 
 

According to Mc Kinsey, the 
world invests about $2 trillion per 
year, whereas transportation, 
power, telecommunication and 
water would necessitate over $3 
trillion. Policy makers barely 
support long term projects that 
may benefit... their successors. 
Still, an international consensus 
is finally building for large 
infrastructure plans. Claiming for 
it is ... good and appropriate. But 
remember the famous Juncker 
plan, supposed to mobilize over 
€300 billion and (!) remove 
obstacles to infrastructure 
spending!? Actually, it would be 
much better to provide the means 
to enforce them! Governments 
must follow supranational lead to 
implement better global 
transmission mechanisms. At a 
national level, governments must 
set clearer legal frameworks, 
better governance and incentives 
for private investors, namely 
favourable taxation.  

Economic reflation via 
infrastructure will take time. 
Hopefully Canada, Australia 
and the UK will inspire other 
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performances of EM currencies and bonds will stay 

strong, and capital inflows will increase. In addition to 

our positive recommendations on high carry currencies, we are also looking at low 

yielders where valuations are still attractive such as Hungary, for example. EPFR data, 

the provider of fund flow, show that 

ASSET ALLOCATION 
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Inflation pressures are 
starting to build 
Headline inflation remains very 
low and far from the official 
targets due to recent commodity 
and currency market shocks. 
These effects won’t last forever. 
US domestic sectors and 
medical care inflation are already 
giving headline inflation a boost. 
All of the signals are suggesting 
that the US economy is now 
pretty close to full employment 
and some upward pressure on 
inflation are starting to exert. The 
Fed has clearly affirmed that it 
will not respond to small blip 
rapidly. Furthermore, central 
banks do not include housing 
inflation in any of their measures. 
Finally, higher energy prices will 
add new pressure on global 
inflation metrics. 

Inflation protected bonds 

remain attractive 
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